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Schedule
Event

6:00 AM
7:00

Food Draw
Breakfast and Patrol Self-Assessment in Patrol
Campsites
Devotional at Chapel
Gilwell Field Assembly
Troop Conservation Project
Troop Lunch in Gilwell Hall
Patrol Leaders’ Council & Lunch
Chaplain Aides Meeting & Lunch
Patrol Project/Exhibit Setup
Patrol Project/Exhibit Group 1
Patrol Project/Exhibit Setup and Break
Patrol Project/Exhibit Group 2
Food Draw/Ticket Review & Ticket Turn In
Patrol Dinners
Flag Retrieval
Patrol Meeting & Patrol Project/Exhibit SelfAssessment
Patrol Campfires and Cracker Barrels

1:00
1:30
2:45
3:15
4:30
5:30
5:45
7:00
8:00

WB-2121, Day 5 Edition

Saturday, May 4, 2013

HOME AWAY FROM HOME

Time

7:45
8:00
8:45
12:00 PM

THE GILWELL GAZETTE

Scouting Beyond a Lifetime
These silent stones speak to
a love of Scouting. They are
part of the history of Camp
George Thomas and lives
shared in the brotherhood of
the Scouting tradition.
Do you know where they are
located at camp and the story
behind them?
Each person who camps
here becomes a part of a larger story still being written today. We are building on the
foundation already laid.

The patrols of Troop 1 returned to Gilwell for a second weekend of
learning and fun. Each patrol occupied a different campsite and took
responsibility for cooking its own food and creating shelter.
Bear Necessities
The Bear Patrol welcomed
guests to its new den and showed
off all the special features including a picnic area, weather rock
and horseshoe game.
Judging from the tracks leading
into camp, other bears found their
way to this welcoming site by the
creek during the night.

Out of the Box Foxes
The Foxes are out of their boxes and unpacked. The pink plastic flamingos and other unusual
décor are signs of change at this
cozy campsite in the woods.
These party animals staged a
luau luncheon for important
guests and spared no expense in
a lovely centerpiece for the table
and souvenirs for the guests.

What a Hoot
Members of the Owl Patrol are
roosting in Caddo campsite and
feathering their nest with a framed
photo of an owl inside the Scoutmaster’s hut. Perhaps an ancestor?
The hospitable group entertained
visitors with sandwiches instead of
serving the live mice that they
would no doubt prefer.
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PATROL REPORTS

PATROL REPORTS
BEAR
What is one thing you appreciate about another patrol
member?
“Cory is sharp at making the hard decisions but also
very personable and a benefit to have.” ~ Denny
“Aaron is a fantastic entertainer. When there’s a down moment,
he always has a game or song to bring people together.” ~ Linda
Sue
“Denny has a wealth of knowledge and experience. He is an excellent guide and mentor because he freely shares his experience.”
~ Cory
“I appreciate Linda Sue’s sense of creativity and the ability to
conform to the group. She has a keen sense of humor.” ~ Aaron
“I appreciate Jeremy’s ability to listen and work with the group.”
~ Randy
“I appreciate Randy’s vision for creating positive change in his
unit and not being satisfied with the status quo. He is a visionary.”
~ Jeremy
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BEAVER
Beaver Patrol members have found a lot to admire in
each other as they have gotten acquainted during the
two weekends of WB-2121.
Tommy is appreciated for his tireless effort, leadership skills and
being a Good Samaritan. Buddy is a multitasker and the real MacGyver of the patrol. Wendy keeps the moments light and funny by
being creative and innovative. Randi is also creative, energetic
and gives endless effort. Jim is thoughtful, dependable and resourceful. Chris is diplomatic, friendly and self-deprecating.
The whole group has a fantastic sense of humor.
Chris Lambert,
Patrol Scribe

Linda Sue Marshall,
Patrol Scribe

BOBWHITE
The Bobwhites recognize the strengths their diverse
patrol brings to the Wood Badge course by pausing to
reflect on traits they value about each patrol member.
Todd Walters— leadership for the last three weeks
Amy McGovern—tech savviness
Edward Sullivan—enthusiasm!
Mike Funk—great stories
Keith Burlison—generosity
Robert Shanley—willingness to help
Todd Walters,
Patrol Scribe
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PATROL REPORTS
EAGLE
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PATROL REPORTS
OWL

What do the Eagle Patrol members like about each other? Lots of things!
“I appreciate Tina’s willingness to help out with putting
things together for our project presentation and finding
us a place to meet.”
“I appreciate Keith’s creativity and enthusiasm in the group and
the energy he brings to the Eagle Patrol.”
“Each and every member has qualities that flow alongside what
the BSA stands for.”
“As our patrol team begins to melt together, we begin to learn
each individual had a great leader under those Eagle eyes. We are
testing our wings together and soon the Eagles will soar together
and stay together.”
“I appreciate all the patrol’s ability to have no ego and let loose.
Because they can be silly and laugh, it helps me let loose.”
“I appreciate Steve and Johnny’s
enthusiasm and Ray’s knowledge.”

Ryan says, “I appreciate Eric’s happy-go-lucky attitude
and crazy antics.”
Monica says, “I love how Eric keeps us laughing! He
always keeps the mood light.”
Steve says, “I appreciate the “Let’s have fun attitude” by Eric. It
helps keep our Owl family smiling!”
Whitney says, “I love the team spirit that we have all shown
through the training. It has really helped to keep me motivated. It
is not easy to camp out when you’re pregnant, but everyone has
been so helpful.”
Eric says, “I like Whitney’s strength and dedication to be a part
of Scouting this far in her pregnancy. It also got me a really good
campsite.”
I appreciate my Owl family because they all have been extremely
supportive and understanding with me being relatively new to
Scouting. They are full of wonderful advice and always willing to
lend a hand.

Ray Williams,
Patrol Scribe

James Winstead, Patrol Scribe

!! Exclusive Interview with Mr. Ed !!

FOX
Members of the Fox Patrol appreciate the skills and talents of each person in the patrol.
Louise appreciates Ryan’s ability to write the patrol’s skits. Greg
appreciates Lin’s craftiness in tying woggles. Russ appreciates
Doug’s organization and taking care of everything for the conservation project. Lin appreciates everyone’s “diversityness.” Doug appreciates Russ for his Scouting knowledge. And, Ryan appreciates
Greg’s smiley face every morning!
Lin Winters,
Patrol Scribe

The Owl Patrol has generously included Mr. Ed in its activities. This
inter-species relationship is enriching the diversity experience for the
Owls who happily roost in the same barn where Mr. Ed is stabled when
not at camp.
“We get along great!” says Mr. Ed who joins fully in all the patrol activities. Although language can be
a barrier, his neighs and whinnies are readily translated by
Wilbur, his Agent/Spokesman.
In the true spirit of Wood
Badge, Wilbur notes that
“Change is inevitable.” He
points out there is plenty of
fresh grass for Mr. Ed and the
patrol brought apples for him
to munch on.
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To Solve a Problem

It Takes Teamwork
Mafeking
Message
The Beaver Patrol used tubes to
deliver a secret
message to its
goal. They used
the 5 Steps of Systematic Problem
Solving to finish
the task.

Traffic Jam
Puzzled Bears
consider how to
move half their
group to the right
while the other
half moves to the
left. The exchange
requires strategic
thinking and cooperation from all
team members.

Trolley
The Owl Patrol
gets its trolley running smoothly by
working together to
synchronize movements and avoid
feet touching the
ground. This is a
challenge that requires good communication skills.

Wiggle Woggle
Each person in
the Fox Patrol held
onto a separate
line, but together
they maneuvered
to carry a ball on a
metal ring and
drop it in a can.
Coordinating the
group’s movement
was a key element.

Nail-Biter
The Bobwhite
Patrol successfully
completed the
challenge of arranging as many
nails as possible
on the head of a
single upright nail.
Only one nail may
touch the board.

Brownsea Island
Members of the
Eagle Patrol got too
close for comfort in
an effort to flip the
island over without
getting wet. They
shared ideas and
kept each other on
the shrinking dry
land. At least nobody was voted off.

